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Embedded software—no hardware, no cables, no mess
As-printed tracking of print, copy, and scan activity
Track by area, paper size or Océ SmartClick
Tracks Océ Publisher, Repro Desk, Print Exec and more
Centralized user management
Web-based installation is quick and easy

Documents cost.
Track them.

Argos manages expenses—not just
meter counts, but the who, the what,
the when and where of every print,
copy, scan, fax, and more—so you’ll
finally get a handle on your document
costs, reduce waste, lower costs, and
impact your bottom line.

Argos OnBoard for Océ helps you
track, analyze, recover, and reduce
document expenses. Whether you’re
a school looking to track student
printing, a company wanting to
reduce expenses, or a professional
firm charging for reimbursable
expenses, Argos delivers the tools
you need to intelligently manage your
documents.
Argos tracks every plot, copy, and
scan on your Océ devices, and
records everything to a central database. Professionally designed reports
make it easy to see your expenses
with clarity.
The Argos OnBoard family of embedded print management software is
available for most leading print and
copy devices. Visit sepialine.com to
learn more.

Pure Software
Argos OnBoard For Océ integrates directly with your Océ controller, so users can login
directly on the LCD touchscreen panel. No terminals. No stands, arms, or mounts. And
no spaghetti wiring behind the plotter. Nobody likes that. Instead you get clean,simple, intuitive software that’s beautifully designed to do its job, then get out of the way.
Users stay productive. Management get their statistics. Everybody wins. Installation is
a piece of cake, too—no technician required. Just open Argos Manager, and in a few
clicks, you’re done.
Friction-Free Cost Recovery
If clunky popups, intrusive workflow, and unhappy employees are your notion of billback software, think again. Argos lets you print first and asks questions later. Everyone
stays productive and on-track and, yet, completely accountable for their expenses.
With Argos you’ll get all the benefits of reimbursable chargeback with none of the pain.

Datasheet
Requirements
Argos OnBoard for Océ (one license per
device)
Compatible Océ plotter/scanner
Supported models include Plotwave 300,
340, 350, 360, 750, 900, Colorwave 300,
600, 650, 900, TDS 600, 700, 750 and more

Tracks the Way You Print
Océ offers many ways for users to send print jobs to the plotter. Web submission,
Windows and Mac print queues, as well as Océ’s popular Publisher, Repro Desk and
Print Exec submission tools. You don’t need to change your users’ workflow for cost
recovery to work - Argos can adapt to however you send jobs to the device.
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